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Search Engine Optimization (SEO) will help you to generate more organic traffic to your website

and, if correctly implemented, it will help your blog to rank higher in the Google search results.

Google, which is the most popularly used search engine, uses over 200 ranking factors in their

algorithm to determine the top-page search results. Taking into account all 200 ranking factors

is a lot, but Google says that ‘high-quality on-page content’ is among its top three most important

ranking factors. 

Creating                Content
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Before you publish your next blog post, use this writing guide to make sure you fully optimize

your content for readers, search crawlers, and your marketing goals.

Why It's Important

Websites listed on the first page of Google search results, generate 92 percent of the traffic from

an average search. 

Get Started Today



 Pinpoint exactly who you are writing the blog post for.

When you know the exact audience of your content, it’s

much easier to be direct with your writing. 

Identify your Audience

Write down at least one initial idea for what the title of the

post will be. Make sure your primary keyword is in the

headline. Also, don't use click bait titles...make sure you are

clear on what the article is about. 

Create a Starter Headline

Creating an outline before you start writing helps you stick

to the topic and deliver what you promise in the title. It will

also help you identifiy nature headers and subheaders. 

Start with an Outline 
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A strong checklist for writing also includes a step to find

related keywords to use in your post. These are synonyms

for your primary keyword and should be used naturally

throughout your post.   

Use Secondary Keywords

Write as much as you need to fully cover the topic, and as a

best practice, write more than 500 words to show search

engines that it is a thorough resource. 1000 words is even

better, but don't use unnecessary filler. 

Make it Long Enough 

As you write your post, provide details, facts, stats,

takeaways, news, and information that are valuable and

helpful to the reader.

Always Add Value
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An important part of this checklist for blog writing is using

examples that help audiences deeply understand and absorb

the message you are trying to share. In addition to

illustrative examples, photos can help as well. More on

images later...

Show. Don't Just Tell

Keep the post interesting by using an active voice. Avoid

passive voice, which can make the content appear drab or

dull. Most of us don't speak in passive voice, so writing like

you speak is a good rule of thumb. 

Always Use Active Voice

While the quality of the writing should be high, keep it

simple. Don’t use overly complex sentence structure or

terminology that may lose readers.

Write for an 8th Grade Level
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The content you create should always be original and never

copied from another website. Plagiarizing content from

other sites can lead to search penalties. And don't

cannabilize your own content either. You can write about

related topics, but target new keywords. 

Don't Steal Content

If you use quotes or information from other sites in your

blog post, provide proper citations by listing and linking to

the source. Vet all sites that you link to ensuring they are

good quality. 

Provide Proper Sources

In addition to external links, good SEO practices include

linking to your own relevant articles. This will keep people

on your site longer and help establish you as an expert

source. 

Give Yourself Credit
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While it is important to use your primary and secondary

keywords, it is possible to overdo it. Don’t engage in keyword

stuffing. A good rule of thumb is to use the terms enough to

create a 2% keyword density within your copy.

Don't Stuff Keywords

Split up your content using subheadings throughout your

post to break up sections of text. They show a top-down

hierarchy. A reader can immediately see that a subject has,

for instance, three subheadings that elaborate on it further.

This lets them know what a paragraph is about at a glance.

Use Subheadings 

Use the primary keyword in at least one subheading and

secondary keywords in the others.

Primary Keyword in Subheadings
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Digital content should be skimmable, so break up big blocks

of text and paragraphs by adding paragraphs and white

space.

Break up big Paragraphs

One of the most important content writing tips is using

formatting features that make posts easier to skim. Bold,

italicize, or otherwise highlight important information.

Highlight Important Information

You should also add images, videos, embedded social posts,

etc., that make the post more engaging or interesting. Make

sure just like your writing that any visuals also add value. 

Add Supporting Graphics
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Images that are too large will slow down site load speeds and

that will hurt you with search engines. D on’t use photos with

large file sizes. You can optimize the size before you post

with free programs like Canva and PicMonkey. 

Size Your Images Appropriately

Use the post's target keyword in the image alt tag to improve

the blog SEO. Also use the primary keyword in the original

file name and the title description. 

Optimize Image File Data

The meta description is a snippet of up to about 155

characters which summarizes a page’s content. Make sure

you are concise, using your keywords,, to let readers know

from a glance how your post can help them. 

Write a Concise Meta Description
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Google pays attention to these, including when awarding

featured snippets.Featured Snippets are short snippets of

text that appear at the top of Google’s search results in order

to quickly answer a searcher’s query. So make sure to use

target keywords in bold and bullet points when possible.

Use Bullets & Numbered Lists

The slug is the part of a URL which identifies a particular

page on a website in an easy to read form. In other words, it's

the part of the URL that explains the page's content.

Sometimes the default is a date. Change it so that you set the

slug with your primary keyword in it. 

Customize the URL

Content can go stale after a few years. So we launch content.

You have a blog, you launch it, and you share it on social

media. Most people forget about it after that. So go back,

look at your top content and make sure it is up to date. 

Keep Content Updated 
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A good plugin like Yoast SEO will help guide you to go

optimization. It analyzes everything from content length to

inbound links, the meta title, focus keyword placement, and

the length of the meta title. Any issues in need of further

attention are flagged so that you can make a quick fix.

Use a Good Plugin
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